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Building high capacitance
into chip memories
Integrating passive components
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such as resistors and
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tile memory.

capacitors into electronic
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devicesif the accompanying resistors and
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devices onto printed-circuit
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boards. The difficulties for

the printed-circuit board (PCB).

smallestdielectric thickness and low leakage,
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more powerful passive devices, specifically

ation of DRAM capacitors. This dielectric con-

capacitors, into system-on-chip (SoC) or system-

stant level was a headline achievement and

chips can be extreme.
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such external devices to
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and deposition methods that
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World first in k value
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atomic layer deposition (ALD) processes for:
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of automotive electronics – acknowledges

Ge2Sb2Te5-based memory cells using atomic
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layer deposition. The results indicate that
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Across the industrial value chain

possible by ALD means less power is required
for operation than in conventional cells.
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memory packages.
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ation and openness achieved within the
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For major chipmakers Infineon, IPDiA and
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